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SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

J. Paul Leonard Library
ORGANIZATION CHART

Christy Stevens
Associate University Librarian

Eva Martinez
Asst. Librarian/Lecturer (.50 temp to 12/31/2019)

Alexandria Post
Asst. Librarian / Lecturer (temp to 06/30/2019)

Meredith Eliassen
Sr. Asst. Librarian / Lecturer (temp. to 6/30/2019)

Frank V. de Bellis Collection

Tanya Hollis
Sr. Asst. Librarian / Research Center
(temp. to 6/30/2019)

Labor Archives & Research Center

Catherine Powell
Librarian

University Archives & Historic Collections

Meredith Eliassen
Sr. Asst. Librarian/ Lecturer (temp. to 6/30/2019)

Bay Area Television Archive

Vacant
Visual Resources Specialist II (.50 temp)

Tanya Hollis
Sr. Asst. Librarian / Lecturer
(temp. to 6/30/2019)

Digital Scholarship Center

Matthew Martin
LSS IV

Matthew Martin
LSS IV

Toni Rose Panlilio
LSS II

Luca Facchin
LSS III

Devone Taylor Rodrigues
LSS II (temp to 3/31/2020)

Alex Cherian
LSS IV
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